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Hepatitis B is one of the most prevalent
infectious diseases with 2 billion people
infected worldwide, and 350 million chronic
HBV carriers. At least one million chronically
infected persons die annually of HBV-related
complications,
namely
cirrhosis
and
hepatocellular carcinoma (1, 2), despite the
availability of an effective vaccine (3). The
prevalence of HBV carriers varies from 0.1
percent to 2 percent in low prevalence areas
(United States and Canada, Western Europe,
Australia and New Zealand), to 3 to 5 percent
in
intermediate
prevalence
areas
(Mediterranean countries, Japan, Central Asia,
Middle East, and Latin and South America), to
10 to 20 percent in high prevalence areas
(southeast Asia, China, sub-Saharan Africa)
(3-7).
The prevalence of chronic carrier state in Iran
had been reported to be 3% in 1980s (8). It is
estimated that over 35% of Iranian have been
exposed to the HBV and about 3% were
chronic carriers (8). The wide range in HBV
carrier rate in different parts of the world is
largely related to differences in the age at
infection, which is inversely related to the risk
of chronicity. The rate of progression from
acute to chronic HBV infection is
approximately 90 percent for perinatally
acquired infection, 20 to 50 percent for
infections between the age of 1 and 5 years,
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and less than 5 percent for adult acquired
infection (3-4).
Given the high prevalence of HBV, national
measures were taken to restrict the spreading
of the disease including: national vaccination
program since 1993 for all neonates,
vaccination of high risk groups such as
healthcare workers and the introduction of
disposable syringes for use in vaccinations,
hospitals and clinics.
Two
seroepidemiologic
surveys
were
conducted before and after mass vaccination
on a representative sample of 1/1000 of the
population of Iran. The overall seropositivity
rate showed significant decline between 1991
and 1999 in the age group 2-14 years (1.3%
versus 0.8%, P < 0.05) (9). According to this
study, the overall prevalence of HBsAg
declined within 6 years of implementation of
hepatitis B vaccination program of neonates
from 1993, which is believed to be mainly due
to the effect of vaccination of subjects born
after 1993. However, despite the decline in the
prevalence of HBsAg in general population,
hepatitis B remains an important cause of
morbidity and mortality in adults most of
whom had not received hepatitis B vaccine.
In other words, universal vaccination of
Iranian neonates has significantly decreased
the carrier rate among young children and the
average age of the infected individuals has
increased. The epidemiology of infection is
also changing from a vertical to horizontal
route. In a Cohort study (Nov 2001-Dec 2003)
with historical controls, the prevalence of HBV
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infection increased after the age of 16 years old
(10).
Recent studies point out that horizontal
transmission is the most important route of
transmission in Iran. A population-based study
in an intermediate prevalence area of Iran
showed that history of surgery, imprisonment
and older age had the greatest risk for HBsAg
positivity (11). Evaluation of blood donors in
different areas of Iran revealed that the most
common risk factors for the occurrence of
hepatitis B were family history of positive
HBsAg, close contact with an HBV infected
person, history of blood transfusion, male
gender, history of hospitalization, history of
unsafe sex, history of sexually transmitted
diseases, and living in city areas. (12, 13).
In a case-control study in 500 chronic hepatitis
B subjects, and 434 subjects negative for
hepatitis B, the risk factors in chronic hepatitis
B were older age, male gender, martial status,
history of contact with hepatitis, extramarital
sexual activity, IV-drug use, major surgery,
experimental dentist visit, and some jobs
(police, barber, and driver) (14). A study on
1113 Iranian large vehicle drivers, 5.9% (CI
95%: 4.5–7.3%) were HBsAg carrier that was
different from the prevalence in the general
population (1.7%) (15). In a study concerning
226 gypsies from Shahr-e-Kord, Southwest of
Iran with a mean age of 20.7 years, 35 subjects
(18%) were HBsAg positive. It is noted that
tattooing and cupping are common practices
among our gypsies. (16) Among 1500 subjects
who attended the laboratory for sexually
transmitted diseases in the Northeast of Iran
between 1998 and 2000, the seroprevalence of
HBsAg was 10% in women and 14.2% in men
(17).
It is generally implied from previous studies
that hepatitis B is more prevalent in selective
populations with certain risky behaviors.
Unsafe sex, injection drug use, prisoners,
drivers and unsterile procedures such as
tattooing and cupping have been considered by
these studies as the main mechanisms of
horizontal transmission of hepatitis B in high-

risk populations. Therefore, apart from
national vaccination programs, measures
should be taken to focus on the prevention
programs for determining the high risk
populations and the elimination of high risk
behaviors.
Comments
Prisons and interstate drivers are recognized as
important sources for the transmission of
blood-borne viruses, such as hepatitis B in
Iran. Also prisons have been evaluated as HBV
sources worldwide (18), because of frequent
injection drug use with shared equipments,
unsafe sexual activity, mainly between men,
despite of thorough supervision. Review of
different studies revealed that in people not
previously exposed to hepatitis B, vaccination
has unclear effect on the risk of developing
infection, as compared to no vaccination. The
risk of lacking the protective antibody levels as
well as serious and non-serious adverse events
seems to be comparable among recipients and
non-recipients of hepatitis B vaccine. (19). So,
It is recommended that prisoners to have
feasible availability to condoms, needles and
syringes in prisons.
For decades, healthcare workers have been
known to be at risk of acquiring a variety of
blood borne infections as a result of
occupational exposure. Primary prevention of
exposure, as recommended by universal
precautions
guidelines,
remains
the
cornerstone of protecting healthcare workers.
Nonetheless, a substantial number of parenteral
exposures continue to occur. According to
occupational safety and health administration
OSHA, the only criterion for applying the
standard is the likelihood of exposure to blood
and other potentially infectious materials
(OPIMs). Thus, the standard is designed to
protect all vulnerable personnel, from the
clinical engineers who service contaminated
equipment to the staff in clinical laboratories,
patient care or treatment areas, and
housekeeping and laundry services--any
location where the nature of the work poses the
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risk of exposure to blood borne pathogens. The
standard is aimed at protecting employees from
occupational exposure to all blood borne
pathogens and, especially, to the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the
hepatitis B virus (HBV). (20) Vaccines,
effective infection control procedures, safer
procedures, and safer devices will all be
necessary, along with a better understanding of
factors that influence healthcare worker
behaviors that result in injury. In addition, a
number of issues relating to the post exposure
management of occupational exposures with
blood borne pathogens need to be better
understood (21).
Routine traditional procedures like tattooing
and cupping, which are of interest of so many
people, have been proved to play an important
role in horizontal transmission of HBV in Iran,
because they are performed in an unsterile
fashion and by unauthorized personnel.
Measures should be taken to increase the
awareness of general population about the
awaiting hazards with these procedures, and
authorized facilities should be provided to
preserve the safety of these procedures.
A large body of evidence advocates the
important role of unsafe sex in transmission of
HBV in Iran especially in young and interstate
drivers. Given the overall young age of Iranian
population, youngsters are the largest
vulnerability of our society in this regard, and
also numbers of drivers are at risk for affecting
HBV. On the other hand, due to the cultural
characteristics of Iranian society, educational
programs in terms of sexual issues fail to be
implemented or are undertaken on very small
scales. It is inferred from previous studies that
educational programs regarding the safety of
sexual behaviors should be reconsidered
thoroughly.
Fortunately in Iran, there is a good healthcare
infrastructure for vaccination program. The
long term objective of a hepatitis B vaccination
program is to prevent virus transmission in all
age groups (newborns, children, adolescents,
and at-risk adults), with the ultimate aim of

eliminating the infection, and hopefully in the
long-term, eradicating the virus. It is
noteworthy that hepatitis B is a preventable
problem. Moreover, in addition to vaccination
of selected groups, we should take into account
some strategies and other effective measures to
reduce incidence of hepatitis B, since the
epidemiology of HBV in Iran is changing.
These strategies include expansion of
educational programs, especially in the at risk
groups,
granting
harm
reduction
establishments to reduce the HBV transmission
in IDUs and sex workers; prisoners and
drivers. Also introducing new guidelines and
regulations for high-risk professions, with the
expansion of vaccination program to cover the
new at risk people are among the effective
measures to be considered.
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